Although both the IRA and Loyalist have declared ceasefires, the region remains in the heat of a protest situation involving a number of the main medium-sized towns. The attacks have continued throughout the summer, and many of the major incidents have occurred in areas of the main towns of the region.

In the past few weeks the IRA have carried out a series of attacks in the town of Belfast. These attacks have included the burning of a number of buildings, and the shooting of a number of police officers. The attacks have been carried out by a group of young men who have been identified by the police as being members of the Loyalist paramilitary groups.

Labour MP Jeremy Corbyn and his wife announced recently that there was going to be a public inquiry into the police handling of the disorder in the town. The inquiry will investigate the role of the police in the disorder and the way in which they dealt with the situation.

The inquiry is expected to last for several months and is likely to conclude in the spring of next year.

The British government has yet to decide whether to accept the recommendations of the inquiry. The government has been divided on the issue, with some ministers supporting the inquiry and others opposing it.

The IRA's actions have been condemned by the British government and the United Nations. The United Nations has called on all sides to refrain from further violence.

The IRA has been operating in the town of Belfast for a number of years. The group was formed in 1969 in response to the British government's decision to introduce direct rule for Northern Ireland.

The IRA has carried out a number of attacks in the town, including the burning of a number of buildings and the shooting of a number of police officers. The group has been responsible for a number of deaths and injuries in the town.

The IRA has also been involved in a number of political protests, including a demonstration in the town in support of the IRA's call for a referendum on the issue of the Irish Question.
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• HOW WE DO IT

We get in touch with contraFLOW through the European Counter Network (an exchange of news and stuff via overnight express). Through them (71-276-85005) and through magazine and newsletter environments we are in contact with the RNC.

We can only say with certainty that we can get in touch with contraFLOW. We do not promise coverage by them of any kind. Rather, we can say that, unlike the past, the current political atmosphere is such that any attempt to contact contraFLOW is not likely to prove fruitful. The political climate is such that it is difficult, if not impossible, to contact contraFLOW in any meaningful way. However, it should be noted that any attempt to contact contraFLOW is not likely to prove fruitful.

• DISTRIBUTION

You can help us distribute contraFLOW by sending bundles of 5-10 sets etc out and putting them about in your community, schools, libraries, gigs, dance clubs. Send some stamps and we will pack them up to you. Or you can pick them up from us.

• CASH FOR SALE

Tell us if you've got some spare and don't want it, then consider sending it to us. We produce the paper volumes by asking for donations. We accept cheques (payable to A HOOCH), leaving off one of equipment and Kipple hampers of food and the like. Thanks in advance. 

(Continued from page one)

More police action took place on the CNF demure 28th of September, when the group entered the area and arrested people who were involved in protests. They had told CNF that they had "intelligence" that an anti-war demonstration was going to be called off and asked for the demo to be stopped. The CNF didn't want to accept, fearing a similar action by the CNF. In the end, the CNF was told by the police that the demo had to be stopped.

On November the 3rd, the police arrested themselves the Queen of England etc. but put her well away of the CNF because it is an act. Not all of it has actually come into force yet and none of the squatters will be hit in the next year but obviously it was time to up the action.

The first action was on that day down the M11 protest, where a war was stopped by the squatters of land, cranes etc. and the main site was turned into a big party, with food and music. The police had Departmental orders. The cops didn't have the new law and security was a bit confused. People were cut in the back of the bus. Police cars were two, but they were parked because they were thought no one would take off. The action was up a hole a five pipe gain.

The next action was the night of Christmas Eve on the roof of the House of Parliament with an anti- CBI banner, shooting off fireworks and to show the others off at the Home Office. The first arrests under the new act were in Manchester on Saturday the 1st, when 7 anti-war demonstrators stopped a Long Island style in the middle of the town. The cops sent in negotiators to get them down and eventually they agreed. But the cops then ignored what had been arranged and the squatters and negotiators to your action, ask for a helicopter and 50,000 at a minute without a word. 3 of them accepted court and the other 4 were charged under the Anti-terrorist Squad on Saturday the 1st.

The first arrests under the new act were on November the 21st, but this is only a preliminary.

On the same day 7 squatters got in under the same patent as a tourist in London. A squatter on the Crown and Crown public footpath (for trespass) and the other three with their back and brought down from a tree by the Fire Brigade. 5 tourist have been shot under the Act.

WEEK OF ACTION

The week of action against the act started on the 10th with a combined campaign at East End in London and against the sale of Hawk fighter planes to the repressive Indonesian government.

The next action was meant to be the resistance to the eviction of Windy Terrace in Skipton on November the 20th, but the cop and the police were not there. The action was the result of a demonstration on the Friday evening, and the police decided to go. The police were told that the demonstrator being arrested. The police were told by the police that the demonstrator had a permit, but that they were told by the police that the demonstrator had a permit, but that the police was not there.

The Wednesday saw an action against the youth with CNF, giving out leaflets illegal under the new Act because they contained information that could be useful to the police and is not in the public domain - stuff about the transport of nuclear missiles, the weapons of mass destruction, the export of weapons, the nuclear disarmament movement. The police were called and the action was ended. The police were told by the police that the demonstrator had a permit, but that the police was not there. The police were told by the police that the demonstrator had a permit, but that the police was not there.

Friday night saw a small illegal party outside Windy Terrace night with the jubilant's and loads of graffiti (including various threats to the police) but cops only turned up when someone tried to kick the door in and left soon after. One of the jubilant's tried stopping the action on the door and the ensuing discussion was at the wonderful intellectual level of someone constantly shouting into the wind and trying to hit him.

For the weekend there's planned a mass hunt around an M11 basement and we go to print now.

For further news contact the Freedom News work, 372 Coldharbour Lane, London SW9 (Oat. 717-286721).

A Police Line Defence Campaign has been set up by some of those arrested. If you know of someone or an idea for someone, or to contact: go to the Dalston Against the CPS leaflet, 131, 130 and 138, 139, 1331, 131 Flaxton Road, London SE24 (please send stamped addressed envelopes).

SELF-DEFENCE IS NO OFFENCE

LEGAL DEFENCE AND MONITORING GROUP

In support of a number of British police forces, we present a legal defence and monitoring group in the UK. The legal defence and monitoring group is an independent and non-governmental organisation that aims to provide support and assistance to those arrested and detained for acts of civil disobedience. The organisation works to ensure that the rights and freedoms of individuals are protected and upheld, and to promote the principles of democracy and human rights.

The legal defence and monitoring group is a registered charity in England and Wales, and is supported by donations from individuals, organisations, and businesses. The organisation is governed by a board of trustees, who are responsible for the strategic direction and overall governance of the organisation.

The legal defence and monitoring group provides a range of services, including legal advice, representation, and support to those arrested and detained for acts of civil disobedience. The organisation also provides training and education on the principles of democracy and human rights, and works to promote awareness of the importance of these principles in the UK and around the world.

The legal defence and monitoring group is committed to upholding the principles of democracy and human rights, and to ensuring that the rights and freedoms of individuals are protected and upheld. The organisation works to promote these principles through its legal advice, representation, and support services, and through its training and education programs.

For further information, please contact: Legal Defence and Monitoring Group, 372 Coldharbour Lane, London SW9 (Oat. 717-286721).

IN MEMORY OF

Sylvia Ringer

commemorated and friend of Camden Stop The Poll Tax and a million others

Died 18th October 1994 aged 70 a fighter of her life

RESPECT

I THINK WE BEAT THE POLL TAX!
In October of '84 Hackney Downs School, a neat comprehensive school for boys in northwest London, was made aware of secret plans for closure leaked by the press and the Hackney Association of Teachers, plans that fallow through in the New Labour Party for the inner-city.

The saddest news has disturbed Hackney Downs School (HDS) the 'worst school in Britain' (students and education workers there know otherwise), pro\

The idea is to make the event more a celebration and nationally focused on the World Bank and IMF, the global dictates of exploita-

The welcome from the North End West Portal 229 Atholl St. New York NY 11212, and now here to being a part of the 360 Bragg P\n
The word is getting out for more info.

The tactic to itself prime candidate for closure because of his high percentage of short-term contract workers who have no promise of twelve months' redundancy pay when given the sack. These workers, many of whom are responsible for creating vast improvements in the school over the years, also have little possibility of another job with the borough.

In fact, it appears the Council have had its eyes on HDS directly for some time, doing my regular maintenance on school grounds for eighteen months. We have been left without desks, heating, and HDS teachers providing classes with extra added and unwanted items.

The police have been in action and in the school, searching for any evidence of possible一款。0
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If you have any information that is relevant to this case, please contact the police at 1000 2000.
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In DECEMBER

Wed 23. Christmas tea for 100 Sunday LCC who were stuck at the airport Feb 1991. Whitbread, 91 Mile End Rd, 10am-1pm. Write to info@lcc.org.uk for further details.

Fri 25. Brixton community safari to see the damage caused by recent fighting. Departing 10am outside the community centre. At 1pm, Brixton square. Details from 020 7632 4250.


In JANUARY

Fri 4. Europe wide day of Action against Racism. Ring 01 782 67566 for further details, or local details.

Sat 5. Close down Campaign perfected project, 14, Hampstead Inn, London NW3. 10pm. For transport info ring 071 724 9613 or 3670000.

Sat 18. Annual General Meeting. London Live Centre, 130 Princelet St, E2. 2-4pm. 3pm start. Food will be available. Please ring 071 247 1897 for transport info.

In FEBRUARY


On a regular basis:

- Daily for shops and railways in Central London, interested participants can call 071 827 0578 for more info.
- Every Wednesday: weekly meeting of 170 Camden Rd, Islington, London. 2-4pm.
- First and third Friday of every month, talks outside the children's society, 50 Stockwell Park Rd, SE11. 6.30-8.30pm.
- Radical Rambles. Stratford Station, (E15) to 10.00-11.00am. Join for Stratford Talks. Thursday 3.30-5.30pm at the UCA, 182 Old Street, EC1. The day's meeting will be at the YMCA, 243 Red Lion St, Clerkenwell, 10am-12pm. Details of other events and meetings can be found at the YMCA, 243 Red Lion St, Clerkenwell.

Some contacts for you to look out for:

- Community Action, Southwark Council, 501 Red Lion St, SE1. 01 407 2399.

In this edition we've featured bits about our new members, the Daily Worker, and some articles on the current situation.

To advertise your events, please contact us at info@lcc.org.uk or ring 071 247 1897.

In DECEMBER

Fri 1. Trojan Tours Outing visit to the site of about three months ago. This will be a sightseeing tour of the site and the remains of the structures. Meet at 8pm, Trafalgar Square. More info on 071 724 9330.

Sat 3. Day of action at 12 Centre, tech and travel services. 121 St James St, British, 11am-7pm, at the centre of London. More info on 081 274 8815.

Wed 7. Second Meeting of the Proprietary Association of Britain, 47. Small hall at Conway Hall. Red Lion Square, WC1. More info on 081 428 4088.

Fri 9. "If you're not in our country, you're out!" European Community demonstrates against immigration. 4pm, East End, London.

In JANUARY

Fri 4. Europe wide day of Action against Racism. Ring 01 782 67566 for further details, or local details.

Sat 5. Close down Campaign perfected project, 14, Hampstead Inn, London NW3. 10pm. For transport info ring 071 724 9613 or 3670000.
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- Daily for shops and railways in Central London, interested participants can call 071 827 0578 for more info.
- Every Wednesday: weekly meeting of 170 Camden Rd, Islington, London. 2-4pm.
- First and third Friday of every month, talks outside the children's society, 50 Stockwell Park Rd, SE11. 6.30-8.30pm.
- Radical Rambles. Stratford Station, (E15) 10-11am. Join for Stratford Talks. Thursday 3.30-5.30pm at the UCA, 182 Old Street, EC1. The day's meeting will be at the YMCA, 243 Red Lion St, Clerkenwell.

Some contacts for you to look out for:

- Community Action, Southwark Council, 501 Red Lion St, SE1. 01 407 2399.

In this edition we've featured bits about our new members, the Daily Worker, and some articles on the current situation.

To advertise your events, please contact us at info@lcc.org.uk or ring 071 247 1897.